INFORMATION ON ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS SUGGESTED FOR EXAMINATION

Note by the Secretariat

Corrigendum

The following amendments include comments and corrections provided in respect of document COM.TD/W/140.
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Norway

02.01C - rate of duty should read NKr 1-2.40/kg.

Japan

02.01C - delete item and footnote 2
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Sweden

02.01D - licences required only for horsemeat

02.01E - no licences required

Japan

02.01E - delete duty - 7.5%

Denmark

02.06A - total imports should read 1
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Denmark

06.01 - total imports and imports from developing countries should read 790 and 2 respectively
Page 9 (cont'd)

Norway

06.01 - rates of duty should read NKr 8/kg.; NKr 0.08/kg.; NKr 0.20/kg.; NKr 7/kg.; NKr 0.10/kg.; NKr 0.50/kg.; NKr 0.50/kg. respectively

Japan

08.04A - delete item and footnote 5
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Denmark

11.08 - total imports should read 1,929

Japan

08.04B - delete item

10.06 - in duty column add "Free"
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Denmark

15.02 - total imports should read 154

16.01 - total imports should read 7

16.02 - total imports and imports from developing countries should read 285 and 34 respectively

Japan

16.01 - delete item and footnote 6

16.02 - guts, bladders, stomachs, etc. Free should read "Dried after simply boiled in water 15%".
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Norway

16.02 - rates of duty should read NKr 2.3/kg.
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Sweden

16.02 - total imports and imports from developing countries should read 4,268 and 102 respectively

Denmark

17.02 - total imports and imports from developing countries should read 1,256 and nil respectively

19.04 - total imports and imports from developing countries should both read nil

Japan

17.02 - import duty should read Other 20%; 25%; 35%; ¥62.5/kg.
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Denmark

20.02 - total imports and imports from developing countries should read 448 and 1 respectively

21.07 - rate of duty should read DKr 0.10/kg. and total imports and imports from developing countries should read 151 and nil.

Japan

ex 21.07 - delete import duty 27.5%
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25.01 - in column "Type of Restriction" delete DL

30.03 - delete item and footnote 6

Sweden

Sweden has made the following additional comments:

The licensing requirement with the exception of products under 17.02 refers only to imports from North, Central and South America.

The licence requirements for all products, with the exception of position 17.02, are of a formal nature involving no quantitative restrictions. It is at present not possible to indicate when the requirements may be abolished.
The licence requirement for certain products under 17.02 results from Sweden’s adherence to the International Sugar Agreement. The requirement refers only to 17.02.706 and ex 709 and only to imports from countries not belonging to the sugar agreement.

The term "variable tax" in the column, Import duty post-Kennedy Round, should be substituted by "import levy".